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Message from the Resident Director

Dear colleagues,
Happy Gender Month to everyone! I congratulate our Gender
Working Group for putting together this special edition of
Newsflash focused on Gender, to bring to our undivided
attention the importance of mainstreaming gender equality in
our work.
Let me state this clearly: GIZ is a staunch supporter of gender equality worldwide.
In fact, gender equality is part and parcel of our broader corporate values
espousing equality in all socio-cultural contexts, including class, race, income level,
ethnic group, and age: “We advocate respect for human rights, equal opportunities
and integrity.”
GIZ upholds gender equality in two ways: in our human resources strategy, and in
our project implementation strategies.
I see this Gender special as a first step in delivering one of the key elements of
GIZ’s Gender Strategy for our human resources: ensuring “that our staff know
about imbalances in (our) gender relations and ways of correcting these.” I invite
you to look at our gender statistics here and share with our Gender Working Group
your reflections on how we can make our organization more gender-balanced. Rest
assured that we will consider all your ideas and will endeavor to include gender
equality in all GOM policies, including those referring to national personnel.
As for promoting gender equality in our projects, it makes me proud that in GIZ’s
2016 Gender Competition across all its projects worldwide, our Pacific colleagues
landed in the top 10 of all GIZ gender success stories entered. I am very pleased
that we are increasingly giving gender equality its rightful place in our strategies for
achieving sustainable development in this part of the world. Indeed, sustainable
development is for all and can only be achieved with all. Let us keep those success
stories coming.

Gender Success Story:
Transforming Degraded Land into
Productive Food Gardens
The entry from the Secretariat of the Pacific Community (SPC)/GIZ project Coping
with Climate Change in the Pacific Island Region (CCCPIR) to this year’s GIZ
Gender Competition, which made it to the top 10.

CONTEXT AND INITIATIVE
Women’s land rights in the Kingdom of
Tonga are recognised as very
restrictive, and all women are denied
land ownership. Tongan men enjoy
proprietorial rights to a town allotment
(for residence) and a tax or bush
allotment (for food gardens). Women
usually use land – remote bush
allotments –owned by male family
members, such as husbands, sons, or
brothers. The heavy reliance on the
remote gardens for daily sustenance
prompted the women of Petani Village
in ‘Eua Island to turn idle town
allotments left unutilised and degraded
by families that migrated overseas into
productive food gardens. The CCCPIR
project supported the women’s
rehabilitation of the plots and developed their capacities to establish agroforestry
and intercropping systems as resilient agriculture systems. All labour was provided
by the women and their families. By the end of 2015, seven 4-acre idle and
degraded town allotments have been transformed into productive food gardens.
With so much idle land made productive, there was a surplus of crops. CCCPIR
helped construct a small market for the women to sell the surplus produce and
other knick-knacks.

I enjoin all of us to work together to realize gender equality at GIZ Philippines and
Pacific and in our partner countries.

Gender Month Events

GENDER – A QUALITY
FEATURE OF OUR WORK
The example from Tonga
demonstrates the CCCPIR
project’s commitment to
promoting gender equality,
women-led initiatives, and
gender mainstreaming, which
the project is known for. As
part of its support for
institutional mainstreaming
within partner organisations, the Pacific Gender and Climate Change Toolkit and
its associated training course were developed as a collaboration among SPC, the
Secretariat of the Pacific Regional Environmental Programme, UN Women,
UNDP, DFAT, Gender CC, and the SPC-GIZ CCCPIR project. The Toolkit is
meant to support practitioners in designing and implementing gender-responsive
adaptation measures. Ongoing feedback is sought to ensure that it will remain a
living document.

GENDER IMPACT

Coming Soon: Capacity Development Workshop on Gender in Knowledge
Management and Communications, GIZ Philippines and Pacific!
Gender Month Events continued on last page…

Whilst land ownership for women may be restrictive in Tonga, the innovative
approach adopted by the women of Petani allowed women to access land. During
the recent El Niño drought, the garden provided a good supply of food to the
households in Petani. In addition, the land management technologies on the
once-degraded allotments will reduce soil erosion and land degradation brought
about by current and projected extreme and intense weather events, and crop
diversification contributes to food availability, as experienced in the 2015 El Niño
drought event. These technologies and skills strengthen the role of women in
ensuring food security for their families and local community. Seeing the success
of the garden, many other villages and women’s groups are interested in this
initiative, and as such, this approach will be replicated in 7 other villages.

Gender Statistics in GIZ Philippines and Pacific
Total Number of Staff

Staff in the Philippines and Pacific by Project

278

Female

Male

147

Pacific

Philippines

131

Program
ASEAN Projects
ProGED
Fit for School
COSERAM and ZFD
CDIA
RFPI
ISB
REDD+ and ForClim
SupportCCC II, InfoMats
and EbA
PAME
SSME
AgriDPP and GIDRIM

Male
2
5
12
19
2
5
4
6

Female
4
10
20
15
9
4
3
7

6

8

10
1
14

10
7
2

Total

86

99

Program
CCCPIR
CCCPIR
combi-financing
with USAID
EU-ACSE
BMUB - MACBIO
Renewable
Energies on Islands
BMUB - REDD II

Male
5

Female
10

5

2

2
2

3
2

1

0

0

1

Total

15

18

For reflection: Do the figures tell us about GIZ providing equal opportunities to men and women?
What possible challenges could there be?

Staff Performing Managerial and
Supervisory Functions

For reflection: Are we addressing gender stereotyping
in the workplace?

Female

Male

35

34

*Admin heads:
All female
Management
Team:
6 female
10 male

For reflection: Do we see equal participation of men and
women in management and decision-making?

We invite you to send your reflections to your Gender Working Group rep for consideration in forming our Gender policies.

Gender Information: Philippines
Promoting Gender Equality in ASEAN: Lessons from the Philippines
The success story of the Philippines in promoting gender equality was shared during the 2nd ASEAN Ministerial Meeting on Women: that “Filipino women were transformed
into leaders in their own families and communities, solving problems, working on challenges, building up capacities, and making the most of employment opportunities while
still being the primary source of care, love, and guidance” (Dumlao-Abdilla, 2015).
The Philippines has enacted “efficient legislative and policy mechanisms” in recognising women as the equal counterpart of men in building the nation (Constitution of the
Philippines, 1987; Rai, 2003; and UN-HABITAT, 2008). Under the endorsement of the Magna Carta for Women (MCW), regarded as the comprehensive women’s human
rights law aiming to eliminate discrimination against women in 2009, the Philippine Commission on Women (PCW) catalysed the incorporation of gender implications into
policy formulation, analysis, and evaluation, including into program implementation of all government sectors at all levels (PCW, 2009). Outstanding progress in promoting
gender equality is reflected in PCW’s initiatives in creating the gender focal point system as well as the five-percent gender budget allocation enacted in all government
sectors (PCW, 1989 and WB, 2012). To enhance women’s empowerment, the government has endorsed a 50-50 gender balance in all civil and decision-making sectors
(MCW, 2009). Even though the gender balance target in decision-making sectors has not yet been fully met, it has led to remarkable efforts in strengthening the capacity of
women’s employees, with the appointment of equally qualified men and women to high-level executive positions (WEDGE, 2013). Thus, the government is highly committed
to gender equality.
Solutions from the Region
From the lessons learned from the Philippines, this outstanding story can also be
achieved in other countries through strong government commitment and efficient
mechanisms in advancing women’s status, particularly in the legislative and policy
making dimensions. Furthermore, linkages should be broadened between government
and local authorities, NGOs, communities, and international organisations to promote
women’s status, narrow the gender gap, and achieve the ultimate goal of gender
equality.
Read the full article here.

Facts in the Philippines
1) The 1987 Constitution set the fundamental legal framework for the Gender
and Development policy, which states, "The State shall recognize the role of
women in nation-building and shall ensure the fundamental equality before the
law of women and men."
2) The Women in Development and Nation Building Act (RA 7191) mandated
that 5% to 30% of official development assistance be set aside for programs
and projects for women.

Gender Information: Worldwide

Millennium Development Goals

From the United Nations

Worldwide
Facts
1) There are about 62 million more men than women worldwide. In younger
age groups, men outnumber women. In older age groups, women
outnumber men.
Source: UN Statistics Div. 2015

2) International Men’s Day is held annually on November 19 to improve
gender relations and promote unity. There is even an International Men’s
Health Week celebrated every June 13-19.

Watch your Language!
Do you use non-sexist language?
Here are some suggestions from the Philippine Civil Service Commission’s Memorandum No. 12, S. 2005:
 Eliminate Sexual Stereotyping of Roles by:
 Using the same term for both genders when it comes to profession or employment:
Traditional: Salesman, Stewardess
Suggested: Sales agent, Flight attendant

 Eliminate the generic use of HE, HIS, or HIM unless the antecedent is obviously male
 Eliminate the generic use of Man, and instead, use People, Person(s), Human(s)
 Eliminate sexism when addressing persons formally by:
 Using Ms. instead of Mrs.
Traditional: Mrs. Dela Cruz
Suggested: Ms. dela Cruz
 Using the title of the job or group in letters to unknown persons
Traditional: Dear Sir
Suggested: Dear Editor, Dear Credit Manager, Dear Colleagues
Learn more about using non-sexist language here.

Gender Month Events
(from page 1)
To mark International Women’s Day, GIZ Pacific staff stationed in Suva,
Fiji decked out in purple and had morning tea to make pledges to
enhance parity in the workforce in line with this years’ theme, “Pledge
for Parity”. In a morning seminar, they shared the experiences of the
Petani Women’s group in ‘Eua, Tonga (see story on page 1).
An extension of the EU-GIZ ACSE Gender Competition to April 8, 2016
was also announced to allow for more inspirational stories of genderresponsive climate change projects and programmes to be heard.
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